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The symmetry of this expression 6hows that exactly the same 
value holds for n2 = O. The form of D also agrees with STEFAN'S -

expression : the coefficients are in the l'elation of 1 : 1.05; therefore, 
considering the approximate character of the deduction, there is 
plactically complete agl'eement. 

For intermediate compositions the difference between the two 
expressions for n beeomes material onIy when 711'1 and m, are very 
dIfferent. This is probably due to the method of calculation whirh 
compels us to work with averages from the beginning. MOJ'eoYer 
hANS'S methad of caiculating the persistence is not rigorous : it might 
pe"'laps be found possible by applying more rigorous metbods to 
redllre the remaining difference between MJ<'YJm's corrected formula 
and the other one. As a matter of fart the object of this paper was not 
so much to deduce a correct fOI'mllla, considel'ing that the near 
acclIl'acy of LA~GEVIN/S method cannot well be doubted, as to remove 
the strong contradiction between the two results. 

In conclllsion it may be added, that the meLhod which is indicated 
in this paper can immediately be used to deduce rational formlilae 
for lhe viscosity and thl) conduction of heat for gas mixtures. 

Mathematics. - " On bilinear null-systems." Oom m unicated by 
Prof. JAN DE V BIES. 

(Communicated in the meeting of January 25, 1913). 

~ 1. In a bilinear null-system any point admits one null-plane, 
any plane oue mdl-fJoint. The lines incident with a point and its 
null-plane are called null-rays. If these !ines form a linear complex, 
we have the generally known null-system, which is a special case 
of the correlation of two colloeal spaces (null-system of MOBIus). 
The null-rays of any other null-system (1,1) fill the entire space of 
rays; with R. STURM we denote by y the number indicating h1W 
many times auy Hne is null-ray. 

In the thst we suppose y = 1 l.!-nd we examine the null-systems 
w hieh may be called t1,ilinew o and which can be repl'esented by 
(1,1,1), 
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§ 2. lf a p1ane rp rotates arollnd the ]ine Z Hs null-point ]} de
scribes a con ie (/)2; fol' on account of y = 1 the1'8 is one position 
of rp fol' w birh F lies on Z. 

The nnll-points of the planes rp passing through any pomt P lie 
on a qlladratie surface (P)~; evidently it rontains Pand on account 
of y = 1 one point more on any line through P. 

Evidently the null-plane of P touches (pr in Pand cuts it 
aecording to two 1ines .q,g'. Any point .F of one of these Iines is 
lllllI-point of a plane rp passill~ through ]) and also throllgh P. 
Therefo1'e thec:;e lines are Ilull-rays of <XlI peneils (F,rp), i.e. si7lgulal'. 

So ilte singldal' lines. of (l (1,1,1) form a congruence (2,2j. 
All the othe1' lines of (P)2 are characterized by the fact that the 

null-planes of their points conenr in P; otherwise: P is the 'ertex 
of the quadratic eone enveloped by these planes. 

§ 3. Two surfaces (PJ2 and (P2)2 have in common the conic 
(l)2 corresponding to the line Z = P1P2. As any other eommon point 
/3 bears two and thel'efore <XlI null-p1anes, it is singulnl'. The locns 
of this point /3 is a conie 0 2 meeting (l)2 in two points. 

The surfaces (P)~ eorresponding to the points Pof 1 form a penciI; 
the surface passing throllgh any point F is indicated by the point 
of interc:;ection of land the null-p]ane of F. The null-planes of any 
point /3 evidently form a penciI, the axis of which may be repre
sented by s'*. 

As (J' eontains two points of (l)\ the hne 1 bears two null-planes 
the null-points of which Iie on (J~; therefore the locus of the axes 
s* is aquadratic seroIl or ?'egulus. 

Aecording to the laws of d uality there is a qltadmtic cone 2
2 

any tangent p1ane of which is singular, as it contains <XlI nuIl-points 
lying on a 1ine s~; these 1ines generate a second ?'eguZus. 

§ 4. We now consider three surfaces (P)2. As any peneil of 
plan es (8*) ad mits a plane passing through a ptlint Pa, tbe sllrface 
(PBY also eontains (J2. Amongst the points eommon to (Pa)2 and 
the conie (112)2 we find in the first p1ace the points of intersection 
of (lu)~ and a~. One of the two remaining points eommon tb (PS)2 
ann (112)' is the null-point of the plune P 1P 2 P a, the other whieh 
may be denoted by T lies' in tht'ee nult-planes whieh do not pass 
thl'Ollgh a 11ne, on account of the arbitral'y position of the points 
P; so .T beal's <Xl 2 null-points, i.e. T is JJ1'incipal point. 

Evident1y all the slll'faees (P)2 form a c01nlJlex with the singulrt1' 
conic 0 2 and the p7'incipal point T as common elements. This wm-
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plex is linea1', for throngh any triplet of poi,nts Ft. passes tlle sm-
face COl'l'eSponellllg to the pomt of intel'section ,of tlle null-planes 
(Pl,(P2'(PS' '-

Thc vertem of the singztlw' Gone :E. beal's COl sin,qular null-planes 
(J not passing throllgh a line; fr om this ensnes thn.t it coincides with 
the pl'incipal point T, 

In an ana1ogous way the plane l' of the singulal' Gonic (}2 is Pl'in
cipal plane of the null-system, 

Let us considel' the plane thl'ough 'T anel one of the axes s"; 

it has for null-point the singn1ar point S Iying ou ST but at the 
same time the prineipal point 'T; so it is singula.r and its Huil-pointe 
tie on the 1ine s.;,. = 'l's. 80 the ?'egulus s~ is a Gone anel consists 
of the eclges of the cone projecting the singular conic (J2 ont of T. 

Llkewise the axes s"* farm the system of tangents of a Gonio lying 
in the principal p1ane T. 

§ 5. Th~ conics (l)2 f01'm a system co4 admitting 1:1, representation 
on the 1ines of space. Fol' thl'ough any two points Fl' F2 Olle (1)2 
p,lsses, which is comp1etely determined by the line 1 common to 
the null~planes cp!> CfJ2' 

The cones [lJ2 each of which is the enve10pe of the null~planes 
of the points of a line 1 alf10 fOl'm a systel11 00 4

; any of these éones 
cn.n be deterl1lined by mea,ns of two planes (Pl' (jJ2 the null-points of 
which inelicate then tbe line l. 

If 1 lies in a singular null~plane (J, the comc (1)" breaks np into 
the lme SJ... bearing the null-points of (J anel a second 1ine l' which 
is bounel to cut s,f; so the principal point T which n.lso enn figul'e 
as nuU-point of (J cannot !ie 0 11 t s i d e S-J,' SA we find on ce more 
tbat the reglIius (8,l.) is a eone. 

If 1 passes through the vertex of 2'2 mld bef U's thel'efore two sin~ 
gnlm' planes, (1)2 degenerates into two intel'seeting lines

J 
Lhe point 

of interseetion coinciding eviden tIy with tlJe vertex of :E 2; fol' the 
llull-point of any other plane through I must coincide wlth that vel'tex. 

§ 6. A special i l' i 1 i n e ar null-system is detel'mined by the 
tn.ngenlÏal planes of 1:1, pencil of quadratic surfaces (p2 touclling oach 
othe1' along a conie 0\ where the point of contact farms the 
null-point. 1) 

1) In the case of a general pencil wllh a twisted quartic as base \ve get a 
null-syslem (1,3,2), trealed at some length by Dl' J, WOLFF ("Ueber ein Null
system quadratischer l~lä.chen", Nieuw Archief voor Wiskunde 1911, vol. IX, page 85), 

/ - ./ 
/ 
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If tbe pencil is l'epr~selltecl lIy 

{C 1
2 + lIJ 2

2 + !Va
2 + hv/ -= 0 I) 

tIJe tangentml plane in (y) has tbe equation 

VI,V1 + V2,'lJ2 + Va'Va + ).Y4,'lJ1 = 0, 
). ueing detel'mineJ by 

Vl 2 + Y2 2 + Ya 2 + ).y/ = 0 . 

80 fol' its cool'dinates (11) we find 

111 : Y 1 = '112 : Y 2 = 'IJ 3 : Y 3 = 114 : ). Y 4 , 

Ol' 

(1) 

(2) 

lh: YIY4 = 112 : Y2Y4 = lla: '!Ja7/4 = )74 : -- (Y1 2 + Y2 2 + Ya 2
) (3) 

Fl'om (1) and (2) we dedl1ce 

"1 2 2+ 2+ 2+ 4-0 'IJl 112 173 À - , 

i. e. 

YI : 111174 = V2: '112114 = Ya: 173171 = Y4 : - ('Ih2 + 112 2 + 11~2). (4) 

80 (4) shows that any plane has onIy one null-point. 
If thc null-plane (11) pa5ses tbl'ough tbe fixed point P(Zk) we 

have :2 Zk 11k = 0, so the equation of (P/ is 

ZlYIY4 + Z~Y2Y4 + ZaYaY4 = Z4 (V1 2 + Y2 2 + Ya 2
) • (5) 

The intel'section of tbis surface with the surface belonging in the 
same way to tbe point Q(WL) breaks up into tbe singuln.l' conic 

v/ = 0, '!h 2 + Y2 2 + Ya 2 = 0 

and a seeond conie Iying in Ihe pIane 

(ZI104 - Z4101) VI + (Z2104 - $4702) Y2 + (Z3 104 - =4103) Y3 = O. 
The lat tel' contains tbe nuJl-poinls of the -pIanes passing tbl'ough 

PQ, Fl'om th is enSlles that y IS equal to one. 2) 

All the sl1l'faces (Py pasb tlu'ough the pl'incipal point YI-Y2-Y8=Û. 
As cOl1ld be expected, tlus pomt is tbe vertex of tbe ql1adratic cone 
Louching all the sUl'fares of tlIe pener! (€fJ2) along (J2. 

Thc nl111-planes (1/) of the pomts (y) of the pIane ; envelope the 
quadratic 511rface 

-' ~11]11]1 + ~21]2'114 + ~3'11s114 = ;4 (11/ + 1// + 1Ja2). 

All these sUl'faces fOl'ming a system ooa tOl1ching the plane 171 = 11
2 
= 

'118 = Û ('')]4 = 0) and the quadratic ('one with the equation '114 = 0, 

1) Coefficients which might present tllemselves lmve been comprised into the 
del1nition of the coordinates. 

2) This can also be found by cO:lsidering the involution determined on PQ by 
the peneil «\>2); one of the coincidencies lies in the plane of lhe conic 72, lhe , 
otlter is point of contact with one of the quadratic surfaces. 
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11t 2 + '11/ + '113' = 0, also represented by .?\ 2 + X/ + J.·8
2 = O. So -we 

find onee more that the plane of o' is the pl'incipal plane and that 
the common enveloping cone of the surfaces f[J2 touches all th.e sin--

gular null-planes. 
By replacing 0 2 by the imaginal'Y circlé common to all the spheres, 

we find the metric null-system in which any plane has for null
point the foot of the normal out of the fixed point T 

We aJso find a trilinear null-system in the following way. Let 0 2 be~ 
any conic and T any point. We th en consider as null-plane of any 
val'inbJe point Y the polar plan~ of TY with respect to the cone 
with Y as vertex and IJ' as directrix. 

By assuming O. in Tand representing 0
2 by 

.Vr' + x2' + .va
2 = 0, a: 4 = 0, 

we find for the null-plane of X the equation 

Y4 (Yl,V 1 + Y2 X • + Ys'va) = (Yl' + y.' + Ys ') .V4• 
80 the coordinates 11 of this pJane satisfy 

"11: YIY4 = "12: Y.Y4 = 'I/~: YSY4 = '11.: - (Yl' + y.
2 + y/). 

As these relations are identical to those of (3) this uull-system is 
equal to the former. 

§ 7. We now pass to bilinea7' mtll-i)'ystems where. r = 2. 
Then the locus of the null-points of the planes of a pencil with 

axis I is a twisted cubic curve (l)3 cutting I twice. 
Analogously the null-planes of the points of a Jine t envelope a 

developable with index 3 (t01'se of the third class), i.e. they osculate 

a twisted cubic. 
The locus of the null-points of the planes passing through a point 

P is a cubic surface (P)3. 
Two surfaces (P)3 and (Ql have the curve (ly determined by the 

line 1 = PQ in common. [n general they admit as completing inter
section a twisted sextic (Jo, cutting (l)3 in eigltt points and forming 
the locus of the .'Iingular /Zull-points, eacil of whieh bears a pencil 
of null-planes. (If these planes were to envelope a cone 0° has to 
be manifold curve on (P)8 and this is impossible if we surmise that 
the intersectioll of (P/ and (Q)3 breaks up into two parts only). 

The axes s* of the pencils of null-planes through the poiJJts S of 
(JO form a scroll of ante?' eight; fol' the points of intersection of (JO 

and (l)3 detel'mine eight nllll-planes throllgh l, eacil of which has a 
point S as llllll-point and contains therefore an axis s*. 

The surfaees (Pl, (Q)3 and (R)3 have the singular ctirve (Ja in 
common and moreovel' one point only, the null-point of the plane 
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PO,R. For (R)8 mee_ts the curve (l)3 belonging to 1 = PO, in eight 
points on 0 6 and therefore in one point-ol!tside (j6. 

Evidently (j6 is base curve of the linear complex of surf8ces (P)3. 

§ 8. A spe c i aln u 11 - s Y s tem (1, i, 2) can be obtained in 
the following m~nner. We stad frorn two pairs of non in/ersec/ing 
lines a, a' and b, b'. We assign to any point F the plane p of the 
two transversals tand u through F over fl, a' and b, b'. 

The hyperboloids (laa') and (lbh') admit a curve (1)3 of which 
l is a chord as completing intersection. 80 we have indeed r = 2. 
Also (t, a', b, b' are chords of (1)3. 

Here the singular cw've (j6 is represented by the linea a, a', b, b' 
and their quadrisecants q, q'. 80 the figure of singularity has eight 
points in common with (/j3. 

For any point S of a the trans\'ersal 'lt is deterrnined while we 
can assume for t any ray of the pencil (Srl ' ). 80 tlle null-planes of 
S form a pencil with axis u. 80 the seroll (s'i:) breaks up here into 
tlJe four I'eguli with the direetor iines (a, b, b'), ((ll, b, b'), (b, a, a'), (b', a, a'). 

Fol' any point of q the tI'ansversals tand u coineide and the same 
happens fol' any plane through q'. So the lines q, q' are not only 
loci of singulm' points but al~o envelopes of singulal' rlanes. As this 
is also the case with the lines fl, a', b, b' the two dually related figllres 
of singlllarity are united. 

§ 9. For a line I intersecting a in A the locus (1)3 breaks up 
into a conie (l? and a line u containing the null-points of the sin
gular plane (la); the con ic lies in the plane (Aa') and passes through 
A, this point being the null-point of the plane conneeting I with the 
transversal ~f,o through A. 

If l meets q, the curve (ll degenerates in q and an (l)2. The lines 
1 determining conics (l)! form therefore Si,l' special linear cornplea:es; 
so there are 00

3 eonics m2
• 

lf 1 meets both lines q and q' the hyperboloids (lfla') and (lbb') 
intersect in Z, q, q' and a fom'th line l' meeting q, q' as Z does. 80 
the l'elation between land' t' is involntory; eaeh of them eontains 
the null-points of the planes passing throllgh the other, tLe planes 
containing either q Ol' q' discarded. 

Ir l meets a and b, the C'1l've (l)3 breaks up into a line u in the' 
plane (rll) , a line t in the plane (hl) and a line l' cutting tand u 
containing the null-points of the other planes through Z. 

If we assllme fol' Z a tl'ansversal t, the curve (W is represented , 
by the lines t~ and u' of the plan es (al), (a'l) and by t itself. This 
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line E'vielently contains tlle null-points of the l'emaining pla~es throllgh _ 
t; thel'efore it is singular. 

We derive from this that the sUl'face (P)3 c,ontains the transversals -
tand u passing thl'ough P; so tlle null-plane of P is a threefold 
tangential plane. The thil'd line of (Pl lying in that plane admits 
the propel'ty that the null-planes of its points envelop a cubic cone 
with P as vertex. 

If a, a', b, b' form I a skew quaelrilateral each null-plane touches one ~ 

of tlle quadratic surfaces of the pencil with those four lines as base. 
Then the sllrfaces (P)3 have fom nodes in common, the vertices of 
the tefrahedron with a, a', ó, b', q, q' as edges. 

§ 10 We still examine an otlte?' null-system (1,1,2) the singll]ar 
curve of which degenerates. 

Let us assume tlle cOllic 6 2 in the p]ane 't' and a pair of non 
intersecting lines. Thl'ough F we draw the transversal t over a, a'; 
then the polar plane of t with respect to the cone F(6~) may figm·e 
as null-plane of F. 

Reversely, if the plane 1:' is cut by lp according to the line d anel 
D is the pole of d with respect to a\ tlle transversal th1'ough D 
detel'mines in rp tlle nul1-point F. 

If rp rota.tes arOllnd l, the line d descrihes a pencil a1'ound the 
trace R of 1 as vertex and D descl'ibes a line of 1'. But tben t 
describes a regulus with a, a', l' as eli rector lmes, in prqjective COl·re
spondence with thc pencil of planes (rp). Consequently the null-point 
F then describes a twisted cubic (l,3 with 1 as chord. The two points 
common to (l) and tl)3 lie on the l'egulus. 

Each point A of the line a is singula1'. The transversal t describes 
a pencil in tbe plane (Aa'), its trace D with the plane 1:' descl'ibes 
a line e bearing the trace A 'oof a'. So the p0lar line d rotates 
1'ound a point E (pole of e); the n l111-plane of A elescl'ibes therefol'e 
a pencil with axis AE. 

If A describes the line a, the line e keeps passing through A' 0 anel 
the1'efo1'e E elesc1'ibes the polar line of A'o. So the axes of the pencils 
of null-planes co1'responeling to the sÏllglllal' points A form aregulus. 
A second regllius contains the axes of the pencils corresponding to 
the singular points A' of a'. ' 

The conic 6~ too is singulm'. Any point S of it aelmits as nulI
planes all the planes touching (j2 in S. 

All the SU1'fitces (P)3 have in common the singula1' curve (j2, the 
singular lines a, a' and also the line s th1'ough the traces Ao and 
Aa' of a and a' with 1:', containing, two points Sl' S2 of 6~. 
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For any point of s the eone projecting 0
2 degenemtes into the 

plane T counted twice, so its null-plane is inelefinite alld this explains 
why s must lie on eaeh sUl'faee (p)3. 

Indeed the plane 'l" is pl'irfcipal plane; fol' the null-plane of any 
point of T lying neither on 0 2 nor on s eoincides with T as polar 
plane of a line t not situateel in T. 

In connection with this l'e8ult the enbie t01'8e of the null-planes 
of tIie poiJ'!.ts lying on I al ways eontains the plane T, i.e. T is common 
tangential p1ane of all the surfaces of elass thl'ee enveloped by the 
null-planes of the points of aplane. 

The trace d of a singular plane must be inrident with the pule 
D, i.e. it must touch 0

2
• J n this case t IS transversaJ of a, a', 6 2 anel 

each of its points may figure as null-point. The locus of these trans
versals is a quartic scroll [tJ4 with a and a' as double dil'ector lines 
and the line s mentioned above as double genel'atl'ix. 

The polar surface of any point P with respect to [tJ4 intersects 
0 2 in six points; the planes touching [ty in these points are singula1' 
null-planes. 80 these planes envelope a forse ol class six. _ . 

J 

§ 11. In the null-system considered in the pl'eceding article the 
transversals t form a bilinear eongl'uence. If we replace it by a 
congl'Uence (1, n) we get a null-system (1, 1, 12 + 1) 1). If the planè 
Cf rotates once mOl'e arollnd the line l, in which 'casl3 its tl'ace cl 
descl:ibes a"peneil in t' anel the pole D a 1ine 1', then the l'ay t 
re~ting on l' deseribes a seroll of order n + 1. 80 the null.point of 
(I' lies ,12 + 1) times on I (y = n + 1) and descl'ibes a twisted curve 
(l)'+2. 

Let the eongruence (1,n) be determined by the dil'eetor curve cel! 
and the di1'ector line a, which is to have (n-1) points in common 
with ce". 

Each point of an is sin,llula7' and bears a pencil of nnll-planes 
(see § 10). From a point of a the -curve cel! is p"ojected by a cone 
of order n with all ~n-1)-fold edge rr.. To the tmce of this eone, 
considered as locus of D cOl'I'esponels a curve of rIass n, tbe envelope 
of the trnce cl of the null-plane (p. 80 each point A of a beal's 00 1 

null-planes en"eloping a cone ol class n. 80 a is !tI1 n~fold line 
on the surface (P)'+2. 

Here also any point of tbe sin,qulal' conic û~ bears a pencil of 
null-planes, the axis of which touches (j~. 

The intersection of two surfaces (P)'+2 breaks up into a curve 
(l)Il+2, the curves ce" and 02

, the line a (to be rounted n'-times) aIJd 

1) !<'or n = 0 we gel the null·system of § 61 fol' n = 1 lhal of § 10. 
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the n rays of the eongl'uence lying in 1:'. As in § jO the Jine s these ~ 
n rays partake of the property that the null-plane of any of their _ 
points is indefinite. _ 

The singula7' null-planes touch in the pojnts of (/2 the sCl'olI [tJ21l+2 
with (/2, all, a as director Jines and n double generatrices in 1:'. The 
polar plane of P cuts (}2 in 2(2n+1) points earh of which bears a 
singular null-plane; so the ,~ingular null-planes envelope a tar.se of 
class (4n + 2): 

Eviàently 1:' is once more p1'incipal plane. 
'rhe bisecant& of a twisted cubic a3 determine in an analogous 

wa)' a null-system (1, 1, 4). Here each point S of the singular curve 
a3 is vertex of aquadratic cone enveloped by the null-planes of S. 

Now two surfa~es '(P) 6 have in eommon the singular curve a3
, 

to be counted four timee, the singular conic 02
, a curve (l)6 and 

finally the tln'ee chords of a3 lying in 1:'. 

§ 12. By the consideratiolls of § 11 we have ShOWll that bilinear 
null-systems with I' > 2 do exist. 

Now we will prove that the locus of the singular points of a 
null-system (1,1, y), with tbe condition y> 2, cannat be a single 
curve. 

Evidently the curve (~ï+l containing the null-points of the planes 
through 1 is rdotional, 1 being a y-fold secant. The llull-points of the 
vlane:; through P lie on a surfare (P)/+l toU(~bed in P by the 
null-plane of P. 

The surfaces (P)ï+l and (Q)ï+l have a curve (l)ï+l in common. 
Now Iet us suppose that the completing intersection is a curve (J 

of order y (I' + 1). 
In order to determine the number of points common Lo (~ and (# 

~e first determine the number R of transversals passing throllgh 
any givell point 0 and resting on Cl) and (j. 

For th is number the known relation 

m (p - 1) (v - 1) = 2lt + H 

holds, whel'e {t, v at'e the ordel's cf both the surfaces, whilst 112 is 
the order of th'3 frrst curve and ft the number of its apparent double 
points. 

Het'e we have (l = v = m == y + 1, 2h = y (y ~ 1), as (1) is ratio
nal. So we get R = y (1'2 + 1). 

TIJe transversals undel' considel'ation are common edges of the 
('on es projecting (l) and (j out of 0; the l'emaining common edges 
pass tht'ough the points of intet'section of both the curves, 
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For the numbee of these points we find therefore "( (y + 1)~ -
"( ("(2 + 1) = 2y2. 

Now the surface (R)'I+l has in common with (1) besides the 2,,2 
points lying on (J and the nu1J:points of the plane PQR still "( (2-y) 

more points and this is only possible for either "( = 1 or "( = 2. 
SA we may r.ollclude th at for "( > 2 the singular points must 

be arranged at least on two curves. 

Mathematics. - "On plane li1wal' null-systerns". B'y Prof. J A~ DE 

VRIES. 

(Communicated in the meeting of January 25, 1913). 

§ 1. By a plane null-system (a,~) we understand a correlation 
bet ween the points and lines of the plane in which to any point 
F cOl'l'espond a nuU-rays f pa5sing throllgh it and to any ray f 
correspond ~ nuU-points sitllated on' it. ' > , 

We restrict ourselves to the case a = 1 in which any point, F 
bears on1y one null-ray (linea1' null-systern) and represent by k the 
second characteristic number. 

If the ray f rotates around a point P, its k null-points describe a 
curve of order k +:l passing throllgh Pand touching in P the 
nnIl-ray of .p; we denote that curve by (P)k+l. 

The curves (P)lc+l and (Q)k+l have the k nuH-points of PQ in 
common; any of. the remaining (k + 1)2 - k points of intersection 
bears a ray through Pand another ray through Q, therefore a 
pencil of null-rays; sa these points are singulal'. 

Therefore a null-system (1, k) admits k2 + k + 1 singula1' points. 
The curves Pk+l fOl'm together a net with k2 + k + 1 base points; 

through any pair of arbitrarily chosen points X, Y passes one cnrve 
determined by the point common to the two null-rays x, y. 

A pencil of curves pn with n~ base points determines a linear 
null-system, in whieh to any point F'. cOl'l'esponds the tangent f in 
F to the curve passing through F. This peneil interseets an arbi
trary line f in the gl'OUpS of an involution of order n, admitting 
2 (n-1) double points, therefol'e k = 2 (n-1). This nuU-system 
admits (4n 2-6n + 3) singular point::,. To these belong the n2 base 

. points, lying on 00 1 tangents; the remaining olles must be llodes 
of CUl'Ves fp". So we [fall back on the known pl'Opet'ty of the peneil 
('Pil) to contain 3(n-1)~ ('Ul'ves possessing tt node, 


